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Abstract

Objective: The Illinois Data Bank provides Illinois researchers with the infrastructure to publish research data publicly. During a five-year review of the Research Data Service at the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, it was recognized as the most useful service offering in the unit. Internal metrics are captured and used to monitor the growth, document curation workflows, and surface technical challenges faced as we assist our researchers. Here we present examples of these curation challenges and the solutions chosen to address them.
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Abstract Continued

Methods: Some Illinois Data Bank metrics are collected internally by within the system, but most of the curation metrics reported here are tracked separately in a Google spreadsheet. The curator logs required information after curation is complete for each dataset. While the data is sometimes ambiguous (e.g., depending on researcher uptake of suggested actions), our curation data provide a general understanding about our data repository and have been useful in assessing our workflows and services. These metrics also help prioritize development needs for the Illinois Data Bank.

Results and Conclusions: The curatorial services polish and improve the datasets, which contributes to the spirit of data reuse. Although we continue to see challenges in our processes, curation makes a positive impact on datasets. Continued development and adaptation of the technical infrastructure allows for an ever-better experience for the curators and users. These improvements have helped our repository more effectively support the data sharing process by successfully fostering depositor engagement with curators to improve datasets and facilitating easy transfer of very large files.
Introduction

The National Science Board’s 2011 report stated, “A core expectation of the scientific method is the documentation and sharing of results, underlying data, and methodologies,” and data sharing is considered as a “critical national need” in (National Science Board 2011). In this report, the National Science Foundation (NSF) also announced its requirement to have a data management plan included for each grant proposal submission. In 2013, a memorandum from the Office of science and Technology Policy (OSTP) indicated efforts to increase public access to research data generated from federally funded projects (OSTP 2013). In practice, data sharing has shifted from sharing among personal networks to making data publicly available. Posting data on personal or project websites is no longer adequate, but because not all disciplines have established disciplinary repositories, there is a demand for institutional repositories (Heidorn 2011).

Along with federal mandates, there are also incentives for data sharing/data publication. For example, there is the potential for increased citation through the creation of additional citable objects such as data and software (Gewin 2016). The availability of data repositories has been shown to help biological scientists develop community norms around data sharing (Kim and Burns 2016).

These developments led to changes at the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign. Established in 2014 under a call from the 2013 campus Strategic Plan, the Research Data Service (RDS) realized a goal of this plan by developing data publishing infrastructure, called the Illinois Data Bank. In the strategic plan for 2018-2023, the university continues to emphasize the importance of “responsible data sharing practices throughout the institutional and constituent lifecycles” (Strategic Plan 2018). The Illinois Data Bank maximizes the public access to unrestricted research data created by Illinois researchers by centralizing, preserving, and providing persistent and reliable access to the data. All datasets are provided with timely and professional curation to ensure each dataset’s completeness, understandability, and accessibility in the future.

In 2016, the article “Overly Honest Data Repository Development” provided a holistic view of the development process for the Illinois Data Bank (Fallaw et al. 2016). The paper addressed why certain software, features, and elements were chosen. Going into its fifth year of operation and with increasing numbers of users, we see more acceptance of the Illinois Data Bank as a place to share research data. We use this paper as an opportunity to reflect on our data curation practices, describe the process of how addressed the frequency of versioning datasets through addition of a new feature, and discuss technical improvements and challenges we face as we continue to strive to meet the needs of our researchers.

Illinois Data Bank Background and Summary Statistics

The RDS was funded by the Office of the Vice Chancellor for Research & Innovation at the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign and has its home in
the University Library to leverage the established digital preservation and repository services expertise (Fallaw et al. 2016). While the unit offers different data management services, for the purpose of this paper we only focus on the data curation service provided to all datasets submitted to the Illinois Data Bank, which was launched in 2016 to support research with high degrees of transparency and professionalism.

The data and data creators must meet those requirements to deposit data:

- The data must be in the final stage and not expected to undergo revisions.
- Since the Illinois Data Bank is a public access repository, all sensitive, confidential, or other legally protected information must be removed from the data before its deposition.
- At least one data creator must be affiliated with the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign.
- Finally, the data creator must have permission from all creator(s) and/or copyright owner(s) to publicly distribute the data.

The goal of the Illinois Data Bank is to make published data available to anyone. The Illinois Data Bank is a front-end web application and developed on top of the Medusa digital preservation repository to leverage its preservation functions (Fallaw et al. 2016). This strategy allows smooth integration, supports robust management and preservation of data, and allows the flexibility to create new features to support the need of researchers.

Since launching, the number of published datasets and downloads has increased over time (see Figures 1 and 2). As of December 2020, the Illinois Data Bank held 300 published datasets from various disciplines on our campus, with over 193,700 downloads, and another 140 datasets in the draft stage. The datasets are from fifty-three (53) different units across campus and are categorized into five different subject areas (Figure 3).

At the end of 2019, the RDS completed a five-year review. The review consisted of a survey and in-depth interviews of researchers. In the survey, we asked if the participants have used the RDS and which service was found to be the most useful. The majority of respondents had used the RDS and identified the Illinois Data Bank as the most useful service. New depositors and returning depositors are split roughly evenly, with 58% (n=175) “new depositors”, defined as those publishing their first dataset with us and 42% (n=125) “returning depositors”, defined as those who have published at least one dataset before.
Figure 1: Number of datasets published per month in the Illinois Data Bank, from 2016 to Dec 2020, with an average of 6 datasets per month.

Figure 2: Total download counts (2016 to December 2020) is 193,788.
Section 1: Our workflow for data curation

This section describes our curation workflow for the Illinois Data Bank and the challenges we face.

The Illinois Data Bank provides ongoing, professional curation services to all the deposited datasets. Curation largely follows the Data Curation Network CURATE steps\(^1\). Additionally, Illinois Data Bank curators ensure links to related materials are present and represented accurately in the DataCite metadata schema. The curation services happen at the initial deposit and throughout the duration of the dataset's life in the Illinois Data Bank. For example, additional related materials are added to datasets as they are reused and referenced by the depositors or others.

Currently, there are two pathways that researchers can choose when submitting their dataset: post-ingest curation (publish then review) or pre-ingest curation (review then publish); the latter is a new feature implemented in 2018. Despite which option is chosen, the curator receives an email notification from ticket system to start the curation process.

In general, we first check metadata to ensure the minimal requirements (mandatory elements to register with DataCite) are accurate, including: dataset title, license, and corresponding author. Next, we review documentation (e.g. README.txt, if available) or/and the dataset description to understand the dataset thoroughly. The depth and length of the curation process heavily depends on the size and/or complexity of the dataset deposited and how well it is documented. For

---

\(^1\) Data Curation Network CURATE step: https://datacurationnetwork.org/outputs/workflows
example, some datasets from our Crop Sciences department required 6-8 hours to curate due to the number of files in different data formats and high-level documentation describing individual files. On the other side of the spectrum, we also have datasets containing only one or two tabular files which require less than an hour to curate. On average, we spend almost 2 hours (1.89 hours) to review each dataset in the Illinois Data Bank.

Datasets that request pre-ingest curation remain in the draft stage, thus the curator must log in into the system to access the dataset. For published datasets, to avoid triggering the download count for the dataset during curation, we have implemented a file management mechanism that is available to curators only. For curation, we review as many of the files in the dataset as possible. Datasets that contain large numbers of similar files or multiple large files (e.g., >20GB), we check a subset of the files rather than every single file.

The next step is to take note of any missing information and gather suggestions. Collaboration is a key and Heidorn (2011) suggested that a data curator needs to collaborate closely with data creators to understand the data and be able to identify applicable standards and best practices for each dataset. Fortunately, as part of the University Library, RDS is able to leverage not only the library's technical infrastructure, but also the expertise of preservation staff and subject specialists, who have a strong understanding of the practices in their domain area. The expertise of our small RDS staff cannot possibly cover all of our campus research disciplines, thus relying on functional and subject specialists, such as the Library's GIS Specialist or the Librarian liaison to the depositor's department, helps to guide our curation process. After performing the general check on metadata and files, the curator decides if a particular dataset would benefit from having a review from the liaison for the depositor’s department and reach out to them. An example of this collaboration is when we received a dataset in zoology. After the review, the curator reached out to the subject liaison for this area with questions regarding the dataset. At times, our initial curation questions turn out to be common practice in this field, thus no changes needed. Without the help of the subject specialists, we may have requested unhelpful changes to the dataset, potentially frustrating the depositor and reflecting poorly on our curation practices. This working relationship provides a mutual benefit for both RDS and subject specialists; the dataset receives expert curation while subject specialists can strengthen their relationship with their department.

As Johnston shared in an OCLC blog in 2020, hiring curators skilled in all file formats with diverse backgrounds to properly curate the data for reuse is nearly impossible for institutions. Following Heidorn’s suggestion (2011) about cross-institutional collaboration, in 2016, Illinois became a member of the Data Curation Network, a cross-institutional network with a shared-staff model to support open data. When a dataset is deposited in a format that we lack the local expertise to review, we send this dataset to the Network. For example, we currently lack local expertise in MatLab and NetCDF or images in CZI formats, so datasets containing these file types are sent to the DCN for review/curation.
When providing feedback to researchers, we try to limit our recommendations to the three most important actions to improve the understandability and re-usability of the dataset. Our goal is to provide actionable suggestions without overwhelming busy researchers. All suggestions from curators are optional, and depositors are free to accept or reject those suggestions.

Our detailed curation workflow is captured in the comic figure below:

**Figure 4**: Our data curation workflow, as first presented at Data Curation Network All-Hands in meeting 2018.

For all 300 datasets, issues found during curatorial process are categorized into three different levels:

- **Major curation actions required** – this includes requesting that the depositor add documentation; missing files/attributes/values were found which requires correction(s) from the depositor; and/or suggestions that the depositor add data in a more preservable format along with any proprietary formats, if applicable. As shown in Figure 5, 46% (n=137) of datasets fall into this category.

- **Minor curation actions required** – this includes curators fixing typos in the record; addressing metadata by adding more clarification, funders, or keywords to enhance discoverability; and/or provide more descriptive title.
As shown in Figure 5, 24% (n=72) of our datasets are in this category.

- Basic curation – this means the dataset is in good shape and the curators have no suggestions to make. As shown in Figure 5, 30% (n=91) of the datasets are in this category.

![Figure 5: Distribution of datasets by level of curation action required.](image)

We do encounter several challenges during curation. For example, since we began tracking response rates in June 2018, approximately 22% of datasets had no response from the depositors. This poses a difficult obstacle because we do not apply any major changes to the datasets without their permission.

To assist our researchers who may lack the time to address curator recommendations, we’ve adopted the practice of our colleagues at other universities and attach partially completed documentation (as a Readme.txt, using Cornell University’s template\(^2\)). The information is manually filled out by the curator based on the metadata in the Illinois Data Bank and leaves blank sections that require input from data creators. Researchers are generally willing to complete the documentation when we do this.

In the next section, we describe the process of developing a pre-publication feature that provides an opportunity for the curator to provide feedback while the dataset is still in draft stage.

---

2 Cornell University’s README.txt template: [https://data.research.cornell.edu/content/readme](https://data.research.cornell.edu/content/readme)
Section 2: Balancing the researcher needs and curation benefits.

The Illinois Data Bank is a self-deposit platform. This means the depositor is free to upload their files and publish the data at their convenience without waiting for approval. The datasets are curated after publication by our curators, which we refer to as post-ingest curation. This process allows depositors to obtain their DOI in a timely manner as we find that they work whenever the time permits and often under very tight deadlines. For example, we have had datasets published in the middle of the night, on weekends, over breaks, and even on major holidays. However, per our repository policy, any changes to files within a published dataset requires creation of a new version of the dataset, which is less than ideal (Fallaw et al. 2016). In two years of operation, we observed some confusion among depositors about versioning, and the process of versioning is time consuming for both depositor and curator. Although the unit offers consultations before the submission process, we rarely received requests for dataset review before its publication. Initially, 19% of datasets resulted in versioning with the majority of them requiring major curation action. To be more proactive in assisting depositors in preparing the dataset in a proper manner and to minimize the chance of needing a new version, in 2018, the unit decided to create a feature that allows and encourages depositors who are not in a time crunch to request a review prior to dataset publication. This feature is called “pre-publication review.”

The process started with a team meeting where we presented the idea to our programmer, which required that we decide on the workflow and how the new feature would be connected to our current ticket system. Understanding how critical communication is to a pleasant user experience, we chose language carefully and tested iteratively to ensure that it was clear and concise enough that researchers would fully understand the options and ideally be persuaded to choose the recommended option. After a month of refining the language, we came up with the final result which is shown in Figure 6, and the feature was implemented in June 2018.

Choose when you’d like curators to review your dataset!

Review then publish (recommended)
- DOI reserved now and works in 2-5 days
- Find and fix errors before publication
- Publish high-quality data

Publish then review (may require republishing)
- DOI works today
- Find and fix errors after publication (requires publishing under a different DOI)
- Publish data that may prompt questions

Figure 6: Screenshot of the prompt which shows options for the depositor to choose from before they move forward with their submission.
Since its implementation, 143 (70%, n=205) of the datasets have been reviewed (as of December 2020) using the “review then publish” feature. The adoption rate suggests depositors are open to working with curators to improve their datasets, which is a success in itself. We have also observed a drop in the need for versioning. Currently, 100% of datasets that opted for pre-publication reviews have not required versioning to resolve curatorial issues (although some versioning has been done to satisfy subsequent journal reviewer comments). During pre-publication review curators recommended major changes for 54% (n=77) of datasets. Recommendations were sent to depositors and addressed prior to publication; thus, versioning was avoided for these datasets.

We have observed that pre-publication review also has an impact on documentation. Documentation is known as the heart of data management. Missing documentation or insufficient documentation is one of the barriers in data reuse. In 2011, Tenopir et al. conducted an international survey to study data practices and perceptions of scientists. The survey of 1329 respondents revealed the lack of awareness about the importance of metadata or documentation among the scientific community. After that baseline survey, they did a follow-up survey and published it in 2015. The results indicated more interest and willingness in data sharing among scientists, along with increasing in concerns over data being misinterpreted. Kervin et al. (2013) also found that not providing enough metadata to enable others to interpret and potentially reuse the data was one of the common errors found among researchers when publishing their data for sharing and reuse (Kervin et al. 2013). This emphasizes the importance of documentation in data reuse. Tenopir concluded in their study that having a proper documentation would potentially ease those concerns (Tenopir et al. 2015). Creating the relevant metadata is as essential as presenting datasets themselves (Kowalczyk 2011).

We speculated that depositors would benefit from pre-publication review to help prepare their datasets before publication, specifically through improvements in documentation.

Since documentation is a good indicator, to check our hypothesis, we compared the number of documentation files provided before and after the time the “pre-publication review” feature was implemented. To do this, we began explicitly tracking to see if documentation was added after the curator’s suggestion for all datasets deposited after November 2019. This new metric is not strictly accurate for past datasets since we could not always tell if documentation was added at the curator’s suggestion. Therefore, this comparison serves as an estimate.

In 95 datasets deposited before the “pre-publication review” feature was available, 32% (n=30) were deposited without documentation and 19% (n=18) resulted in versioning with 33% (n=6) versioned specifically to add documentation. Of the 205 datasets published after implementation of the “review then publish” option, 70% (n=143) were reviewed prior to publication, and documentation was recommended/added for 54% (n=77) of the pre-publication review datasets. As
mentioned above, none of those datasets required versioning due to curatorial issues. In comparison, of the 62 datasets that did not undergo pre-publication review, 52% (n=32) were published with major curation issues, including inadequate documentation, and 12% (n=4) were later versioned in order to add/correct documentation.

Because new pre-publication review lets us catch missing documentation beforehand, we not only have more datasets published with documentation, conveniently, we also have fewer datasets with documentation-related versioning. As mentioned above, lack of specific curator recommendation metrics prior to June 2018 prevents firmer conclusions, but our results suggest that our depositors benefit from the pre-publication review feature, and that the curation process improves datasets before they become publicly available.

Section 3: Technical Challenges

Our researchers increasingly need to share large, complex datasets. This calls for reliable, highly available, cost-effective, scalable storage accessible to computation resources. We have been drawn to the promise of these features in cloud services with some success, but also with painful bumps along the way. Whether on premises or in the cloud, we manage challenges related to large file transfer for ingest, curation, and access. Other challenges across platforms involve extracting technical metadata about the contents of archive file types such as zip and tar to support use and curation of complex dataset directory and file structures.

Cloud infrastructure

When Illinois Data Bank launched, all storage and web service resources were hosted and administered on-campus. This worked, but we saw room for improvement in reliability, streamlined system administration, scalability, and flexibility. Unexpected downtime in storage system availability required curators to spend time remediating incompletely processed datasets since processing steps depending on the storage system may have been disrupted.

For a myriad of reasons beyond the scope of this paper, the file storage utilized at the time of Illinois Data Bank’s launch had been designed to be integrated with a compute cluster for active research projects, not to support highly-available web applications with uncertain and variable storage needs. We wanted storage designed to be more highly available, and to scale better with storage needs, which we expected to grow but it was not clear to us how much or when.

An additional element of the environment building momentum toward migration to cloud architecture was that our university’s centralized technical services group was brokering a deal with Amazon Web Services (AWS) and encouraged us to take advantage of the potential benefits they were evaluating. This aligned with trends in the library community (Goldner 2010).
After a year of exploratory pilots and adaptation to cloud infrastructure, on February 18, 2019 we switched the production instances of our digital library storage and web applications from on-campus platforms to Amazon Web Services (AWS). The reliability improvements from the migration were as significant as we hoped, ending the storage-system related curation headaches of tracking down and remediating processes that may or may not have happened during unexpected disruptions.

Large File Transfer

While the migration to cloud infrastructure provided many benefits, this change also brought new challenges, particularly in the area of large file ingestion.

In our experience, researchers with data files greater than 50GB particularly value our free-to-them institutional support of sharing their data in our repository, but support at that scale calls for techniques beyond basic web forms. In offering to support sharing of up to 2TB per researcher per year, we understood that we would need to support alternative ingest workflows.

Soon after the Illinois Data Bank’s launch, a data file ingest API and sample python client were developed, which worked by incrementally adding chunks to a file on a filesystem, which became the go-to solution for command-line transfer of files from research computing clusters. One of the adaptations from an all on-campus infrastructure vs. cloud object storage and web servers involved modifying the API for data transfer. Despite our efforts to optimize the API, in field conditions, our researchers started encountering frustrating reliability and transparency issues with files larger than ~100 GB using the updated API and sample client adapted to our cloud architecture. On top the aggravation of failed transfer attempts, this led to rushed, disruptive portable hard drive transfers.

Enter Globus, a transfer service, familiar to many researchers who routinely transfer large files. Globus users put the files in a bucket or a filesystem some other way, then expose them through a Globus endpoint. These users can then transfer files between endpoints using Globus, and then manipulate them using other tools in the same location. This was key to its utility for our purpose. Although setting up Globus for use by Illinois Data Bank required significant organizational and technical investment initially, the investment has produced very useful results.

While the pain that prompted us to integrate Globus into Illinois Data Bank related to transfer in, once it was set up, we also offered transfer out, which has become increasingly important as Illinois Data Bank hosts larger datasets. When a dataset landing page is served, Illinois Data Bank checks if the files are available in Globus. If available, the interface offers a link to the Globus File Manager page for that dataset. If problems arise from Illinois Data Bank users attempting to download very large datasets using other methods, non-Globus downloads may be disabled for those datasets, where “very large” means whatever size causes
problems. Through implementation of Globus, we’ve been able to improve the experience for our end users and also minimize some of the challenges curators (and programmers) have faced while trying to work with large datasets.

**Facilitating the curation of archive file types**

Many of the largest and most complex datasets include archive type files, such as .zip, .tar, or .7zip, which can make these datasets challenging to curate without some way to provide an overview of the contents. When our infrastructure was entirely on-campus, we pointed file analysis tools at the files on the filesystem that was used for preservation and access. However, with the cloud infrastructure set up now, in order to offer a listing of the contents of the archive files in the user interface and for curation analysis, we had to adjust to extract the files to filesystem storage and traverse the resulting tree.

As development has settled into the AWS ecosystem it became apparent the archive extraction process could be transitioned into a serverless solution. Research archive deposits into the Illinois Data Bank are large, infrequent, and require increased compute power for short bursts of time making the extraction process ideal to utilize a serverless architecture.

After a period of researching options, implementation, and testing we devised a solution that could utilize existing AWS products without the need to maintain any new technologies ourselves. In short, we now utilize AWS’s Fargate Elastic Container, Elastic File System, Simple Storage Service, and Elastic Container Repository for file transfer, decompression, and traversal and AWS’s Simple Queue Service to communicate with the Illinois Data Bank. Ultimately, this allows curators and users to readily view the trees of archived files within the Illinois Data Bank interface. This is similar to the functionality prior to our migration to the cloud, and we were able to realize our ultimate goal, which was to develop mechanisms that were intuitive for our curators and users.

**Conclusion**

In this paper, our goal was to reflect on our curation services. We provided examples of how we use our internal metrics to monitor the growth of the Illinois Data Bank, highlighted improvements to our curation workflow, and described the technical challenges and the solutions we’ve used to help us to offer high-quality curation services. As technology evolves, our services must also evolve. In order to do this, we implemented new features to reduce the curation workload, migrated to cloud infrastructure for cost efficiency and reliability, implemented Globus for uploading and downloading large files, and adjusted our system to accommodate easier curation of archive file types. As we reflect on these examples, we note that any changes to the curation process, whether it be workflow adjustments or migration to cloud infrastructure, cause a cascade of adjustments that have to be made in order for the system to function as intended and expected. Internal metrics have been crucial in helping us prioritize the
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challenges where improvements will be of enough benefit to justify the effort invested. Given their value so far, we expect that we will continue to add to and standardize these metrics to help us monitor and assess our curation services.
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